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After an introductory discussion, in which the main notions and background materials of discrete
multiorthogonality are addressed, we focus our attention on some new results, namely Chapters 2,
3, and 4. These three chapters constitute the main core of the Thesis. Indeed, Chapter 2 is focused
on the study of four new families of q-multiple orthogonal polynomials, namely q-multiple Charlier,
q-multiple Meixner of the first and second kind, respectively, and q-multiple Kravchuk. The raising
operators and Rodrigues-type formulas, which provide an explicit expression for these new families,
are obtained. Chapter 3 contains a detailed study of some algebraic properties for the aforementioned
q-families of multiple orthogonal polynomials. More specifically, the (r + 1) order recurrence relation
as well as the (r + 1) order difference equations in the discrete variable on the real line are obtained.
Here the letter r is used to denote the dimension of the vector measure ~µ. Finally, in Chapter 4 some
limit relations between the attained q-families of multiple orthogonal polynomials (when the parameter
q approaches 1) and discrete multiple orthogonal polynomials are established.
1.2 Discrete multiple orthogonal polynomials
In this Thesis we will avoid any discussion on scalar orthogonal polynomials; that is, when r =
1. This situation is naturally included in our study. Furthermore, there is a vast literature on this
topic both from analytic and applied point of view. Some well-known materials that we have used as
basic references on classical properties of scalar orthogonal polynomials are: [1, 38, 43, 46, 61, 62],
these references constitute the main sources for known algebraic relations and properties of orthogonal
polynomials while [26, 45, 51, 74, 77, 90] serve as a general theory for orthogonal polynomials.
During the last couple of decades the notion of multiple orthogonal polynomials has received special
attention both in pure and applied mathematics (see [2, 6, 19, 85] for theoretical aspects and [20, 21,
28, 42, 54, 64] for a more applied perspective). Multiple orthogonal polynomials have been a subject of
investigation for a while [4, 24, 29, 30, 55, 68], they are polynomials that satisfy orthogonal conditions
shared with respect to a set of measures (see [25, 47, 86]). Such polynomials were first introduced
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by Hermite in his proof of the transcendence of the number e, and were subsequently used in number
theory and approximation theory (see [5, 7, 56, 76, 82, 87]). Indeed, they are related to the simultaneous
rational approximation of a system of r analytic functions [57, 88]. However, nowadays, only few
concrete examples of q-multiple orthogonal polynomials have been obtained [11, 13, 81] in contrast
with other multiple orthogonal polynomial families (see [7, 10, 16, 17, 32, 33, 94, 95]).
Let ~µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) be a vector of r positive Borel measures supported on R, and let ~n =
(n1, . . . , nr) ∈ Nr be a multi-index. By N we denote the set of all nonnegative integers. A type II
multiple orthogonal polynomial P~n, corresponding to the multi-index ~n, is a polynomial of degree
≤ |~n| = n1 + · · ·+ nr which satisfies the orthogonality conditions [77]∫
Ωi
P~n(x)x
kdµi(x) = 0, k = 0, . . . , ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, (1.2.1)
where Ωi is the smallest interval that contains supp (µi). In this thesis we will consider the situa-
tion when P~n is a monic multiple orthogonal polynomial and has exactly degree |~n|. If the measures




ωi,kδxi,k , ωi,k > 0, xi,k ∈ R, Ni ∈ N∪{+∞}, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, (1.2.2)
where δxi,k denotes the Dirac delta function and xi1,k 6= xi2,k, k = 0, . . . , Ni, whenever i1 6= i2, the
corresponding polynomial solution of the above linear system of equations (1.2.1) is called discrete
multiple orthogonal polynomial.
For the discrete measures (1.2.2) we have that supp (µi) is the closure of {xi,k}Nik=0 and that Ωi is
the smallest closed interval on R which contains {xi,k}Nik=0. Moreover, the above orthogonality condi-
tions (1.2.1) give a linear system of |~n| homogeneous equations for the |~n|+ 1 unknown coefficients of
P~n(x) an the aforementioned polynomial solution P~n always exists. We focus our attention on a unique
solution (up to a multiplicative factor) with degP~n(x) = |~n|. If this happens for every multi-index ~n, we
say that ~n is normal [77]. If the above system of measures forms an AT system [77], then every multi-
index is normal. Indeed, we will deal with such a system of discrete measures, where Ωi = Ω ∈ R+ for
each i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
Definition 1.2.1. The system of positive discrete measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr, given in (1.2.2), forms an
AT system if there exist r continuous functions υ1, . . . , υr on Ω with υi(xk) = ωi,k, k = 0, . . . , Ni,
i = 1, 2, . . . , r, such that the |~n| functions
υ1(x), xυ1(x), . . . , x
n1−1υ1(x), . . . , υr(x), xυr(x), . . . , xnr−1υr(x),
form a Chebyshev system on Ω for each multi-index ~n with |~n| < N + 1, i.e., every linear combination
r∑
i=1
Qni−1(x)υi(x), where Qni−1 ∈ Pni−1 \ {0}, has at most |~n| − 1 zeros on Ω.
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1.2.1 Multiple Charlier polynomials
The monic multiple Charlier polynomials [10] C~α~n (x), with multi-index ~n ∈ Nr and degree |~n|
satisfy the following orthogonality conditions with respect to r Poisson distributions with different
positive parameters α1, . . . , αr (indexed by ~α = (α1, . . . , αr))
∞∑
x=0






, if x ∈ R \ Z−,
0, otherwise,
and (x)j = (x)(x+ 1) · · · (x+ j − 1), (x)0 = 1, j ≥ 1, denotes the Pochhammer symbol.
In [10] the authors consider a normal multi-index ~n ∈ Nr, whenever αi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and
with all the αi different. Moreover, it was found the following raising operators





and5f(x) = f(x)− f(x− 1) denotes the backward difference operator. As a consequence of (1.2.3)
the Rodrigues-type formula




















Two important algebraic structural properties are known for multiple Charlier polynomials [10],
namely the (r + 1)-order linear difference equation [65]
r∏
i=1








4f(x) = f(x+ 1)− f(x), is the forward difference operator,
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and the recurrence relation [10, 50]
xC~α~n (x) = C
~α
~n+ ~ek






where the multi-index ~ei is the standard r dimensional unit vector with the i-th entry equals 1 and 0
otherwise.
Interestingly, the multiple Charlier polynomials C~α~n (x) are common eigenfunctions of the above
two linear difference operators of order (r + 1), namely (1.2.5) and (1.2.6).
Also, in [10] was given the second of Appell’s hypergeometric functions of two variables [38].
































1.2.2 Multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind
The monic multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind [10] M ~α,β~n (x), with multi-index ~n ∈
Nr and degree |~n| satisfy the following orthogonality conditions with different positive parameters
α1, . . . , αr (indexed by ~α = (α1, . . . , αr)) and β > 0
∞∑
x=0








, if x ∈ R \ (Z− ∪ {−β,−β − 1, β − 2, . . . }) ,
0, otherwise.
In [10] the authors consider a normal multi-index ~n ∈ Nr, whenever 0 < αi < 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,
and with all the αi different. Moreover, it was found the following raising operators
Lαi,β[M ~α,β~n (x)] = −M ~α,β−1~n+~ei (x), i = 1, . . . , r, (1.2.7)
where
Lαi,β def= αi (β − 1)
(1− αi) υαi,β−1(x) 5 υ
αi,β(x).
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As a consequence of (1.2.7) there holds the Rodrigues-type formula











Γ(β + |~n|+ x)











Two important algebraic structural properties are known for multiple Meixner polynomials of the
first kind [10], namely the (r + 1)-order linear difference equation [65]
r∏
i=1






Lαj ,β+j+1−r[M ~α,β~n (x)], (1.2.9)
and the recurrence relation [10, 50]




















αini (β + |~n| − 1)
(αi − 1)2
M ~α,β~n−~ei(x). (1.2.10)
Observe that, the multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind M ~α,β~n (x) are common eigenfunc-
tions of the above two linear difference operators of order (r + 1), namely (1.2.9) and (1.2.10).
1.2.3 Multiple Meixner polynomials of the second kind
The monic multiple Meixner polynomial of the second kind [10], corresponding to the multi-index
~n ∈ Nr and the set of parameters ~β = (β1, . . . , βr), βi > 0 (βi − βj /∈ Z for all i 6= j) and 0 < α < 1,
is the monic polynomial M
~β,α













, if x ∈ R \ (Z− ∪ {−βi,−βi − 1, βi − 2, . . . }) ,
0, otherwise.
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Notice that υβi,α (x) is a C∞-function on R\ {−βi,−βi − 1,−βi − 2, . . .} with simple poles at the
points in {−βi,−βi − 1,−βi − 2, . . .}.
In [10] the normality of the multi-index ~n ∈ Nr, whenever βi > 0 and βi − βj /∈ Z when i 6= j was







= −M ~β−~ei,α~n+~ei (x) , i = 1, . . . , r, (1.2.11)
where Lβi,α is defined by
Lβi,α def= α (βi − 1)
(1− α) υα,βi−1 (x) 5 υ
α,βi (x) .

























5ni Γ(βi + ni + x)
Γ(βi + ni)
.
In [65] the author found the high-order linear difference equation for these multiple orthogonal polyno-






































(nj + βj − βk)
(nj + βj − βi)
r−1∏
k=1,k 6=j
(nk − nj + βk − βj)
r∏
l=j+1
(nj − nl + βj − βl)
.
Also, in [10, 50] it was found the recurrence relation
xM
~β,α
























ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βjM
~β,α
~n−~ei (x) . (1.2.14)
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Once more we can see that, the multiple Meixner polynomials of the second kind M
~β,α
~n (x) are
common eigenfunctions of the above two linear difference operators of order (r + 1), namely (1.2.13)
and (1.2.14).
1.2.4 Multiple Kravchuk polynomials
The multiple monic Kravchuk polynomials [10], corresponding to the multi-indices ~n ∈ Nr with
|~n| ≤ N and the parameters N and ~p = (p1, . . . , pr), are the unique monic polynomials K~p,N~n (x) of
degree |~n| which satisfy the conditions
N∑
x=0




N !pxi (1− pi)N−x
Γ(x+ 1)Γ (N − x+ 1) , if x ∈ R\ (Z
− ∪ {N + 1, N + 2, . . .}) ,
0, otherwise.
Notice that υpi,N(x) is a C∞-function on R. Furthermore, in [10] the normality of the the multi-index
~n ∈ Nr with |~n| ≤ N, whenever 0 < pi < 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and with all the pi different was proved.





= −K~p,N+1~n+~ei (x), i = 1, . . . , r, (1.2.15)
where Lpi,N is defined by
Lpi,N def= pi (1− pi) (N + 1)
υpi,N+1(x)
5 υpi,N(x).
As a consequence of (1.2.15) there holds the Rodrigues-type formula

























In [65] the author found the high-order linear difference equation for these multiple orthogonal polyno-
mials studied in [10]
r∏
i=1






Lpj ,N+r−j−1[K~p,N~n (x)]. (1.2.17)
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Also, in [10, 50] it was found the recurrence relation














nipi (pi − 1) (|~n| −N − 1)K~p,N~n−~ei(x). (1.2.18)
The multiple Kravchuk polynomials K~p,N~n (x) are common eigenfunctions of the above two linear
difference operators of order (r + 1), namely (1.2.17) and (1.2.18).
1.2.5 Multiple Hahn polynomials
The monic multiple Hahn polynomials [10, 12], corresponding to the multi-indices ~n ∈ Nr with
|~n| ≤ N and the parameters ~α = (α1, . . . , αr), α0 andN , are the unique monic polynomialsH~α,α0,N~n (x)
of degree |~n| which satisfy the conditions
N∑
x=0




Γ(αi + x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)
Γ (α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ (N − x+ 1) , if x = 0, 1, . . . , N,
0, otherwise.
Notice that υαi,α0,N(x) is aC∞-function onR\ ({α− 1, α− 2, . . . } ∪ {α0 +N + 1, α0 +N + 2, . . . })
with simple poles at the points of {α− 1, α− 2, . . . }∪{α0 +N + 1, α0 +N + 2, . . . }. Furthermore, in
[10] the normality of the the multi-index ~n ∈ Nr with |~n| ≤ N, whenever αi−αj /∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},





= −H~α−~ei,α0−1,N+1~n+~ei (x), i = 1, . . . , r, (1.2.19)
where Lαi,α0,N is defined by









(|~n|+ αi + α0 + 1)ni
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − x+ 1)
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
×H~α~n
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1) , (1.2.20)







Γ(αi + x+ 1)
5ni Γ(αi + ni + x+ 1)
)
. (1.2.21)
In [65] the author finds the high-order linear difference equation for these multiple orthogonal polyno-























(nl + αl − αi)










(−1)i+j (|~n|+ αj + α0 + 1)
r∏
k=1
(nj + αj − αk)
(nj + αj − αi)
r−1∏
k=1,k 6=j
(nk − nj + αk − αj)
r∏
l=j+1
(nj − nl + αj − αl)
.
In closing, notice that the multiple Hahn polynomials H~α,α0,N~n (x) are common eigenfunctions of the
above linear difference operator of order (r + 1), (1.2.22) and recurrence relation (3.3.4).
1.3 q-Multiple orthogonal polynomials
Let us begin by recalling the definition of q-multiple orthogonal polynomials [9].
Definition 1.3.1. A polynomial P~n(x(s)) on the lattice x(s) = c1qs + c3, q ∈ R+ \ {1}, c1, c3 ∈ R, is
said to be a q-multiple orthogonal polynomial of a multi-index ~n ∈ Nr with respect to positive discrete
measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr such that supp (µi) ⊂ Ωi ⊂ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, if there hold conditions





kdµi = 0, k = 0, . . . , ni − 1, Ni ∈ N∪{+∞}. (1.3.1)
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Recall that the q-Gamma function is given by
Γq(s) =













, q > 1.
(1.3.2)
See also [46, 73] for the above definition of the q-Gamma function.
We define the q-analogue of the Stirling polynomials denoted by [s](k)q , which is a polynomial of





q − 1 = x(s)x(s− 1) · · · x(s− k + 1) for k > 0, and [s]
(0)
q = 1. (1.3.3)









5x(s+ 1/2) , (1.3.4)
∇ni = ∇ · · ·∇︸ ︷︷ ︸
ni times
, (1.3.5)
and5x1(s) def= 5x(s+ 1/2) = 4x(s− 1/2) = qs−1/2.
1.3.1 q-Hahn multiple orthogonal polynomials
The monic q-Hahn multiple orthogonal polynomial [11], corresponding to the multi-index ~n ∈ Nr
and the set of parameters N , α0 and ~α = (α1, . . . , αr), is the unique monic polynomial H
~α,α0,N
q,~n (s) of














sΓ˜q(s+ αi + 1)Γ˜q(N + α0 − s+ 1)
Γ˜q(s+ 1)Γ˜q(N − s+ 1)
, if s = 0, 1, . . . , N,
0, otherwise,
where Γ˜q(s) = q−
(s−1)(s−2)
4 Γq(s) and α0, αi > −1, αi−αj /∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−1} when i 6= j. Notice that
υαi,α0,Nq (s) is a C
∞-function on R\ ({−αi − 1,−αi − 2, . . .} ∪ {α0 +N + 1, α0 +N + 2, . . .}) with
simple poles at the points of {−αi − 1,−αi − 2, . . .} ∪ {α0 +N + 1, α0 +N + 2, . . .}.
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In [11] the normality of the multi-index ~n ∈ Nr, with |~n| < N + 1 whenever αi > 0 and αi − αj /∈





= −q−N+|~n|+α02 [|~n|+ αi + α0]qH~α−~ei,α0−1,N+1q,~n+~ei (s) , i = 1, . . . , r, (1.3.6)
















2 − q− 12 .
















sΓ˜q(s+ 1)Γ˜q(N − s+ 1)





sΓ˜q(α0 +N − s+ 1)











Γ˜q(αi + s+ 1)







m=0[a+m]q = Γ˜q(a+ k)/Γ˜q(a) that is the q-analogue of the Pochhammer symbol.























(−1)k+l[nk + αk + α0 + 1]q
∏r
i=1,i6=l[nk + αk − αi]q∏r−1
i=1,i6=k[ni + αi − nk − αk]q
∏r








l=1[αk − αl]q[nl − nk + αl − αk]q∏r
k=1
∏r
l=1[nj + αl − αk]q
.
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1.4 On some physical applications
Here we sketch the necessary background for dealing with an interesting physical model involving
multiple Meixner polynomials introduced in [70]. Our goal is to pose a similar physical problem (a
q-deformed physical model) involving q-multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind.
1.4.1 One-dimensional harmonic oscillator








where ω is the angular frequency of the oscillator, m is the particle’s mass, xˆ is the position operator,
and pˆ = −i~ ∂
∂x
is the momentum operator.
The differential operator Hˆ defines an ’eigenvalue-eigenvector’ problem through the time-independent
Schro¨dinger equation,
Hˆ |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 , (1.4.1)
where E denotes a time-independent energy level, or eigenvalue, and the solution |ψ〉 denotes that
level’s energy eigenstate (eigenvector function ψ(x)).
By solving the second order differential equation (1.4.1) representing the eigenvalue problem in the
















, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1.4.2)
where














represents the Hermite polynomials (the symbol pFq stands for the usual notation of hypergeometric











Both the polynomial term of the wave function (1.4.2) and the number (2n + 1) in (1.4.3) can be
obtained by solving a hypergeometric equation (see [73]). This equation is a particular case of the more
general setting studied in Chapter 3.
The ladder operator method (due to Paul Dirac) allows us to extract the energy eigenvalues without
solving directly the above differential equation. This method is generalizable to more complicated
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mω(a† − a) .
The energy eigenstates |n〉, when operated on by these ladder operators, give
a†|n〉 = √n+ 1 | n+ 1〉,
a|n〉 = √n | n− 1〉.
Observe that a†, essentially, appends a single quantum of energy to the oscillator, while a removes
a quantum. These operators are also known as creation and annihilation operators, respectively. Con-
sequently, define a number operator N ,
N = a†a, where N |n〉 = n |n〉 .
The following commutators can be easily obtained by substituting the canonical commutation rela-
tion,
[a, a†] = 1, [N, a†] = a†, [N, a] = −a,








where the eigenstate of N is also the eigenstate of energy.
1.4.2 r-dimensional harmonic oscillator
In r dimensions, one has r position coordinates x1, ..., xr. Corresponding to each position coor-
dinate there is a momentum, which we label p1, ..., pr. The canonical commutation relations between
these operators are
[xi, pj] = i~δi,j,
[xi, xj] = 0,
[pi, pj] = 0.
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Observe that the form of this Hamiltonian indicates that the r-dimensional harmonic oscillator is
exactly analogous to r independent one-dimensional harmonic oscillators with the same mass and string
constant. In this context, the quantities x1, ..., xr would refer to the positions of each of the r particles.
This observation makes the solution straightforward. For a particular set of quantum numbers {n},
represented by a multi-index ~n, the energy eigenfunctions for the r-dimensional oscillator are expressed



























Similarly to the one-dimensional case, each of the ai and a
†
i operators lower and raise the energy by
















, where |~n| = n1 + · · ·+ nr,
ni = 0, 1, 2, . . . (the energy level in dimension i).
1.4.3 Physical model involving multiple Meixner polynomials
In [70] the authors use the annihilation and creation operators ai, a
†








j] = [ai, aj] = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , r.
The generated Lie algebra is formed by r copies of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra Wi = span{ai, a†i , 1}.
For a more detailed and technical information about orthogonal polynomials in the Lie algebras see
[49] as well as [44] for quantum mechanics and polynomials of a discrete variable.
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|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 = |n1〉|n2〉 · · · |nr〉,
Indeed,
Ni|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 = ni|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉,
〈m1,m2, . . . ,mr|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 = δm1,n1 · · · δmr,nr .
Moreover,
a†i |n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 =
√
ni + 1|n1, . . . , ni + 1, . . . , nr〉,
ai|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 = √ni|n1, . . . , ni − 1, . . . , nr〉,




, a†i = zi,
〈z1, z2, . . . , zr|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉 = z
n1
1 · · · znrr√
n1! · · ·nr!
.
For the studied model in [70], let




















i = 1, . . . , r, be the set of non-Hermitian operators defined in the universal enveloping algebra formed
by the r copies Wi.
The operators making up the Hi, generate an isomorphic Lie algebra to that of the diffeomorphisms







+ g(~z), ~z = (z1, . . . , zr).

















the operators Hi are third order differential operators, they can be considered as Hamiltonians, which
will be simultaneously diagonalised by the multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind.
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Consider the states |x, ~α, β〉 defined by means of the combination of states |n1, . . . , nr〉 as:




n1! · · ·nr!
|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉, x ∈ N.
Thus,




























|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉.
In [70], by using the recurrence relation for multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind (1.2.10)
H~α,βi |x, ~α, β〉 = x|x, ~α, β〉,
yields. Although operators are non-Hermitian, they have a real spectrum given by the non-negative
integers. The states |x, ~α, β〉 are uniquely defined as the joint eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operators
with eigenvalues equal to x. Moreover,
[H~α,βi , H
~α,β
j ]|x, ~α, β〉 = 0.
However, these Hamiltonians do not commute pairwise. Indeed,
[H~α,βi , H
~α,β










Finally, because they do not commute and yet have common eigenvectors, the authors in [70] say that
they form a ‘weakly’ integrable system.
The physical model described here will serve as a starting point for a new q-deformed physical
model that we will solve by using the results of Chapters 2 and 3 involving the q-multiple Meixner
polynomials of the first kind. Some q–analogue of quantum physical models were already studied in
one dimension (see [22] for a q-analogue of Bargmann space and [83] for q-deformed coherent states
with an explicitly known resolution of unity), but the study of the above ‘weakly’ integrable system in
r dimensions is still missing in the literature.
Chapter 2
On some families of q-multiple orthogonal
polynomials
In this chapter we set the vector measures that we will study in connection with some families of
q-multiple orthogonal polynomials.
2.1 Problem formulation
The present Thesis addresses the following problem, which is divided in three parts: First, introduce
some q-multiple orthogonal polynomials that are analogous to the discrete families given in Section
1.2. Aimed to pursue this goal, it will be important to address the AT-property of the involved system
of q-discrete measures. Second, find the raising and lowering q-operators as well as Rodrigues-type
formula, which provides an explicit expression for the investigated q-multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Last, but not least, obtain the recurrence relations as well as the q-difference equations with respect to
the independent variable x(s).
2.2 AT-property and definition of q-multiple orthogonal polyno-
mials
• q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials




ωi(k)δ(k − s), ωi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. (2.2.1)
19
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, if s ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
0, otherwise,
where αi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, with all the αi different.
Lemma 2.2.1. The system of functions
αs1, x(s)α
s
1, . . . , x(s)




r, . . . , x(s)
nr−1αsr, (2.2.2)
with αi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and (αi/αj) 6= qk, k ∈ Z, i, j = 1, . . . , r, i 6= j, forms a Chebyshev system
on R+ for every ~n = (n1, . . . , nr) ∈ Nr.





i has at most |~n| − 1 zeros on R+




s)αsi , instead. Thus, the system (2.2.2) transforms into
as1,0, a
s
1,1, . . . , a
s




r,1, . . . , a
s
r,nr−1,
where ai,k = (qkαi), with k = 0, . . . , ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r. Observe that aj,m 6= al,p for j 6= l, m 6= p.
Hence, identity ai,k = elog ai,k yields the well-known Chebyshev system (see [77, p. 138])
es log a1,0 , es log a1,1 , . . . , es log a1,n1−1 , . . . , es log ar,0 , es log ar,1 , . . . , es log ar,nr−1 .
Then, we conclude that the functions (2.2.2) form a Chebyshev system on R+.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.1 the system of measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr given in (2.2.1) forms an
AT system on R+.
• q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind




ωi(k)δ(k − s), ωi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. (2.2.3)







, if s ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
0, otherwise,
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where 0 < αi < 1, β > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and with all the αi different.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.2 the system of measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr given in (2.2.3) forms an
AT system on R+.
• q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind




ωi (k) δ (k − s) , ωi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. (2.2.4)







, if s ∈ Ω,
0, otherwise,
being Ω = R \ {Z− ∪ {−βi,−βi − 1,−βi − 2, . . . }}, βi > 0, (βi − βj /∈ Z for all i 6= j),
i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and 0 < α < 1.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let υ (s) be a continuous function with no zeros on R+, then the functions
υ (s) Γq (s+ β1) , υ (s)x (s) Γq (s+ β1) , . . . , υ (s)x (s)
n1−1 Γq (s+ β1) ,
...
υ (s) Γq (s+ βr) , υ (s)x (s) Γq (s+ βr) , . . . , υ (s)x (s)
nr−1 Γq (s+ βr) ,
(2.2.5)
with βi > 0 and βi − βj /∈ Z whenever i 6= j, form a Chebyshev system on Ω for every ~n ∈ Nr.
Proof. For the system of functions (2.2.5) with βi > 0, βi − βj /∈ Z whenever i 6= j, and υ (s) a
continuous function with no zeros on R+, we have a Chebyshev system on Ω for every ~n ∈ Nr if and
only if every linear combination of these functions (except the one with each coefficient equal to 0) has
at most |~n| − 1 zeros. This linear combination can be rewriting as a function of the system
υ (s) Γq (s+ β1) , υ (s) [s+ β1]
(1)
q Γq (s+ β1) , . . . ,
υ (s) [s+ β1 + n1 − 2](n1−1)q Γq (s+ β1) ,
υ (s) Γq (s+ βr) , υ (s) [s+ βr]
(1)
q Γq (s+ βr) , . . . ,
υ (s) [s+ β1 + nr − 2](nr−1)q Γq (s+ βr) ,
where [s+ βi]
(ni)
q , i = 1, . . . , r, is given in (1.3.3).
Observe that
[s+ k − 1](k)q Γq (s) = Γq (s+ k) ,
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holds. Therefore, the above system transforms into
υ (s) Γq (s+ β1) , υ (s) Γq (s+ β1 + 1) , . . . , υ (s) Γq (s+ β1 + n1 − 1) ,
...
υ (s) Γq (s+ βr) , υ (s) Γq (s+ βr + 1) , . . . , υ (s) Γq (s+ βr + nr − 1) .
(2.2.6)
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that these systems (2.2.6) form a Chebyshev system on Ω for every ~n ∈ Nr.
Indeed, if we define the matrix A (~n, s1, . . . , s|~n|) as







Γq (s1 + β1 + n1 − 1) Γq (s2 + β1 + n1 − 1) · · · Γq
(












Γq (s1 + βr + n1 − 1) Γq (s2 + βr + n1 − 1) · · · Γq
(




our proof is reduced to show that detA (~n, s1, . . . , s|~n|) 6= 0, for every |~n|, and different points









ts−1E−qtq dqt, s > 0, (2.2.7)
where
Ezq = 0ϕ0 (−;−; q,− (1− q) z)
is a q-analogue of the exponential function. For details, see, for instance [63]. Now we replace the
q-gamma function in A (~n, s1, . . . , s|~n|) by (2.2.7). Then, by the multilinearity of the determinant we
take |~n| integrations out of |~n| rows to obtain











× detB (~n, t1, . . . , t|~n|) dqt1 . . . dqt|~n|, (2.2.8)
where






















2 · · · tβr+nr−1|~n|

.
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Notice that, from ([77] p. 138, Example 4) we know that the functions
tβ1 , . . . , tβ1+n1−1, . . . , tβr , . . . , tβr+nr−1 ,
form a Chebyshev system on R+ if all the exponents are different, which is in accordance with our
choice βi − βj /∈ Z whenever i 6= j. Moreover, if all ni < N + 1, then the exponents involved in the
above matrix are different for βi − βj /∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} whenever i 6= j. Hence, detB
(
~n, t1, . . . , t|~n|
)
does not vanish for distinct t1, . . . , t|~n|. Now, for a permutation σ of {1, . . . , |~n|} we make a change of
variables ti 7→ tσ(i) in the integral (2.2.8). Thus, we have

















σ(j) dqt1 . . . dqt|~n|. (2.2.9)
We average (2.2.9) over all permutation σ we get

















σ(j) dqt1 . . . dqt|~n|,
being S|~n| the permutation group. Now relabeling the choice of points, i.e., t1, . . . , t|~n|, where
0 < t1 < · · · < t|~n|, we have























σ(j) dqt1 . . . dqt|~n|. (2.2.10)












1 · · · ts|~n|−11
ts1−12 t
s2−1
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Taking into account that t1, . . . , t|~n| are strictly positive and different, and using [77, p. 138, Example 3]
with multi-index (1, . . . , 1), then it implies that (2.2.11) is different from zero if all the s1, . . . , s|~n| are
different. Accordingly, being s1, . . . , s|~n| all different, the integrand of equation (2.2.10) has constant
sign in the integration area and hence detA (~n, s1, . . . , s|~n|) is different from zero.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.2 the system of measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr given in (2.2.4) forms an
AT system on Ω.
• q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials




ωi(k)δ(k − s), ωi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. (2.2.12)








Γq(s+ 1)Γq (N − s+ 1) , if s ∈ Θ,
0, otherwise,
being Θ = R\ (Z− ∪ {N + 1, N + 2, . . .}), |~n| ≤ N, 0 < pi < 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and with all the pi
different.





, the system of measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µr given
in (2.2.12) forms an AT system on Θ.
2.3 q-Rodrigues-type formula
In this section we define the q-multiple orthogonal polynomials corresponding to the q-vector mea-
sures introduced in the previous section. In addition, the raising operators as well as the q-Rodrigues
type formula will be obtained.
2.3.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials








q (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.1)
(see (1.3.1) with respect to the measures (2.2.1)) is said to be the q-Charlier multiple orthogonal poly-
nomial.
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Let us point out some observations derived from the above definition. When r = 1 we recover the
scalar q-Charlier polynomials [3]. The orthogonality conditions (1.3.1) have been written more conve-
niently as (2.3.1) since [s](k)q = q−(
k
2)xk(s) + lower terms = O(qks). Here, the symbol O(·) stands for
big-O notation. Indeed, when q goes to 1, the symbol [s](k)q converges to (−1)k(−s)k, where (s)k de-
notes the Pochhammer symbol. Hence, one can recover the multiple Charlier polynomials given in [10]
as a limiting case, provided that the lattice x(s) = (qs − 1)/(q − 1). Moreover, in the sequel we will
only use this lattice. Finally, we have an AT-system of positive discrete measures, then the q-Charlier
multiple orthogonal polynomial C~αq,~n(s) has exactly |~n| different zeros on R+ (see [10, Theorem 2.1,
pp. 26–27]).
Observe that, by using summation by parts
N∑
k=M




with υαiq (−1) = υαiq (∞) = 0, we have for any polynomials φ and ψ,∑
s>0
∆φ(s)ψ(s)υαiq (s)5 x1(s) = −
∑
s>0
φ(s)∇ [ψ(s)υαiq (s)]4 x(s− 1/2). (2.3.2)










C~αq,~n(s)∇[s+ 1](k+1)q υαiq (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.
Remark: Observe that the canonical basis in the space of q-polynomials in the q-linear lattice x(s)
is [s](k)q , k = 0, 1, . . . .
Now, by using (2.3.2) one gets
∞∑
s=0
















∇ [C~αq,~n(s)υαiq (s)] [s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.
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On the other hand we have
∇ [C~αq,~n(s)υαiq (s)] = −α−1i q−|~n|q1/2υαi/qq (s) (x|~n|+1 + · · · )




Qq,~n+~ei(s)υαi/qq (s)[s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) =
∞∑
s=0
∇ [C~αq,~n(s)υαiq (s)] [s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0.
Then from (2.3.1) we deduce that Qq,~n+~ei(s) = C~αi,1/qq,~n+~ei(s) where ~αi,1/q = (α1, . . . , αi/q, . . . , αr).
Therefore
∇ [C~αq,~n(s)υαiq (s)] = −α−1i q−|~n|q1/2υαi/qq (s)C~αi,1/qq,~n+~ei(s).
Thus, for monic q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials we have r raising operators











, ~αi,1/q = (α1, . . . , αi/q, . . . , αr).
Notice that we call Dαiq a raising operator since the i-th component of the multi-index ~n in (2.3.4) is
increased by 1.
Furthermore,
q−|~n|−1/2Dαiq f(s) = [αi − x(s)]f(s) + x(s)5 f(s),
for any function f(s) defined on the discrete variable s.
In sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 we will only consider monic q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Proposition 2.3.2. There holds the following q-analogue of Rodrigues-type formula
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Proof. Applying the raising operators (2.3.4) in a recursive way one obtains the Rodrigues-type for-
mula (2.3.5).








































































~k = (k1, . . . , kr) ∈ Nr and |~k| = k1 + · · ·+ kr.





















Finally, taking ki = ni, i = 1, . . . , r, in the above expression, (2.3.5) holds.
2.3.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind








q (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.7)
(see (1.3.1) with respect to the measures (2.2.3)) is said to be the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal poly-
nomial of the first kind.
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The orthogonality conditions (1.3.1) have been written more conveniently as (2.3.7). Here, one can
recover the multiple Meixner polynomials of the first kind given in [10] as a limiting case. Moreover,
we have an AT-system of positive discrete measures, as a result the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal
polynomial of the first kind M ~α,βq,~n (s) has exactly |~n| different zeros on R+ (see [10, Theorem 2.1,
pp. 26–27]).
Notice that, replacing [s](k)q in (2.3.7) by (2.3.3) one has
∞∑
s=0
M ~α,βq,~n (s)∇[s+ 1](k+1)q υαi,βq (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.
































[s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.









































[s](k+1)q 4x(s−1/2) = 0.




















Then, for monic q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind we have r raising
operators
Dαi,βq M ~α,βq,~n (s) = −q1/2M
~αi,1/q ,β−1
q,~n+~ei
(s), i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.8)




αix (β − 1) q|~n|














for any function f(s) defined on the discrete variable s. We call Dαi,βq a raising operator since the i-th
component of the multi-index ~n in (2.3.8) is increased by 1.
In the sequel we will only consider monic q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first
kind.
Proposition 2.3.4. There holds the following q-analogue of Rodrigues-type formula





Γq(β + |~n|+ s)







Mαiq,ni , Mαiq,ni = (αi)−s∇ni(αiqni)s, (2.3.10)
and























where |~n|i = n1 + · · ·+ ni−1, |~n|1 = 0.
Proof. We proceed in the same way as in Proposition (2.3.2).











































Γq(β − |~k|+ s)
Γq(β − |~k|)Γq(s+ 1)
.
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Finally, taking n1 = n2 = · · · = nr = 0, β = β + |~k|, αi = αiqki and ki = ni, i = 1, . . . , r, in the
above expression, (2.3.9) holds.
2.3.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind










q (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.11)
(see (1.3.1) with respect to the measures (2.2.4)) is said to be the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal poly-
nomial of the second kind.
Again here the orthogonality conditions (1.3.1) have been written more conveniently as (2.3.11).
Observe that, one can recover the multiple Meixner polynomials of the second kind given in [10] as
a limiting case. In addition, it yields the property of the AT-system of positive discrete measures,
resulting in the desired situation where the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomial of the second
kind M
~β,α
q,~n (s) has exactly |~n| different zeros on R+ (see [10, Theorem 2.1, pp. 26–27]).





q,~n (s)∇[s+ 1](k+1)q υβi,αq (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.








































[s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.






















x(βi − 1) υ
βi−1,α/q
q (s)Qq,~n+~ei(s).















[s](k+1)q 4x(s− 1/2) = 0.

































αx (βi − 1) q|~n|














1− αq|~n|+βi−1x (s)5 f (s) , (2.3.13)
holds for any function f (s) defined on the discrete variable s. Notice that we call Dβi,αq a raising
operator since the i-th component of the multi-index ~n in (2.3.12) is increased by 1.
In the sequel we will only consider monic q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second
kind.
Proposition 2.3.6. There holds the following finite-difference analogue of the Rodrigues-type formula
M
~β,α
















M¯βiq,ni , M¯βiq,ni =
Γq(βi)
Γq(βi + s)
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Proof. The proof follows the same patterns given in Proposition (2.3.2) adapted to the new operator
M¯~βq,~n.





























Finally, taking n1 = n2 = · · · = nr = 0, βi = βi + ki, α = αq|~k| and ki = ni, i = 1, . . . , r, in the above
expression, (2.3.14) holds.
2.3.4 q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials








q (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.16)
(see (1.3.1) with respect to the measures (2.2.12)) is said to be the q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal
polynomial.
The orthogonality conditions (1.3.1) have been rewritten by using the canonical basis (2.3.3) as
(2.3.16). Here, one can recover the multiple Kravchuk polynomials given in [10] as a limiting case
when q approaches 1. Observe that, we have an AT-system of positive discrete measures, consequently
the q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomialK~p,Nq,~n (s) has exactly |~n| different zeros on R+ (see [10,
Theorem 2.1, pp. 26–27]).
In this case, replacing [s](k)q in (2.3.16) by (2.3.3) one has
N∑
s=0
K~p,Nq,~n (s)∇[s+ 1](k+1)q υpi,Nq (s)4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.






















q (s)∇[s+ 1](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2).










[s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, i = 1, . . . , r.















υpi,Nq (s) = q
−s [x(N + 1)− x(s)]
(1− pi) [N + 1]q
υpi,N+1q (s)
and
υpi,Nq (s− 1) = q−s
qx(s)
pi [N + 1]q
υpi,N+1q (s).
Observe that the coefficient q(
s
2) in υpi,Nq (s) is necessary to obtain the coefficient q
−s in the above



















































[s](k+1)q 4 x(s− 1/2) = 0.



























For monic q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials we have r raising operators
Dpi,Nq K~p,Nq,~n (s) = −q1/2K~p,N+1,q
2βi
q,~n+~ei
(s), i = 1, . . . , r, (2.3.17)













[pi (q|~n|−1 − 1) + 1] [pi (x(N + 1)− x(s))− (1− pi)qx(s)] f(s)
+
(1− pi)
[pi (q|~n|−1 − 1) + 1]x(s)5 f(s),
for any function f(s) defined on the discrete variable s. Notice that we call Dpi,Nq a raising operator
since the i-th component of the multi-index ~n in (2.3.17) is increased by 1.
In the sequel we will only consider monic q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Proposition 2.3.8. There holds the following q-analogue of Rodrigues-type formula
K~p,Nq,~n (s) = G~n,~p,Nq

















































where |~n|i = n1 + · · ·+ ni−1, |~n|1 = 0.
Proof. Highlight the steps following in the proof of Proposition (2.3.2).
















Γq(N − s+ 1)Γq(s+ 1)K
~p,N



































Γq(N + |~k| − s+ 1)Γq(s+ 1)
.
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Finally, taking n1 = n2 = · · · = nr = 0, N = N − |~k|, βi = βiq−2ki and ki = ni, i = 1, . . . , r, in the




In this chapter we study two important results obtained in this thesis, namely some properties of
q-multiple orthogonal polynomials, the q-Difference equation and q-Recurrence relation.
3.1 q-Difference equation
The strategy that we will follow to deduce the (r + 1)-order q-difference equation is the following.
First step. Define an r-dimensional subspace V of polynomials on the variable x(s) of degree at
most |~n| − 1 by means of interpolatory conditions.
Second step. Find the lowering operator and express its action on the polynomials as a linear
combination of the basis elements of V. Thus, it depends on the treated space of family.
Third step. Combine the lowering and the raising operators. In particular we will use the lowe-
ring operators (2.3.4), (2.3.8), (2.3.12), and (2.3.17), respectively to get an (r + 1)-order q-difference
equation after a suitable combination with lowering operators (in the same fashion that [9, 11], [13],
and [65]). Other approaches have been considered in [27, 93].
These steps represent the general features of the algebraic approach we will use in this section.
However, some ‘ad hoc’ computations are needed because of the dependence of the explicit expressions
involved in the above steps on the given family of multiple orthogonal polynomials.
3.1.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials
In this section we will find a lowering operator for the q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Then, we will combine it with the raising operators (2.3.4) to get an (r+1)-order q-difference equation.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let V be the linear subspace of polynomials Q(s) on the lattice x(s) of degree at most





q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2 and j = 1, . . . , r.
Then, the system {C~αi,qq,~n−~ei(s)}ri=1, where ~αi,q = (α1, . . . , qαi, . . . , αr), is a basis for V.
37
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q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r,
we have that polynomials C~αi,qq,~n−~ei(s), i = 1, . . . , r, belong to V.









Then, multiplying the previous equation by [s](nk−1)q υαkq (s) 5 x1(s) and then taking summation on s












q (s)5 x1(s) = 0.









q (s)5 x1(s) = cδi,k, c ∈ R \ {0}, (3.1.1)
we deduce that λk = 0 for k = 1, . . . , r. Here δi,k represents the Kronecker delta symbol. Therefore,
{C~αi,qq,~n−~ei(s)}ri=1 is linearly independent in V. Furthermore, we know that any polynomial of V can be
determined with |~n| coefficients while (|~n| − r) linear conditions are imposed on V. Consequently
the dimension of V is at most r. Hence, the system {C~αi,qq,~n−~ei(s)}ri=1 spans V, which completes the
proof.
Now we will prove that the operator (1.3.4) is indeed a lowering operator for the sequence of q-
Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials C~αq,~n(s).




























q (s)5 x1(s), (3.1.3)







is a polynomial of degree ≤ k + 1 in the variable x(s). Consequently, from the orthogonality condi-







q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r.
Hence, from Lemma 3.1.1, ∆C~αq,~n(s) ∈ V. Moreover, ∆C~αq,~n(s) can univocally be expressed as a linear









|ξi| > 0. (3.1.4)






























q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.5)
If we replace [s](k)q by [s]
(nk−1)
q in the left-hand side of equation (3.1.3), then left-hand side of equa-






















q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.6)
Here we have used that x(s)[s− 1](nk−1)q = [s](nk)q to get
ϕk,nk−1(s) = −(q−1/2/αk)[s](nk)q + lower degree terms.
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Then, by conveniently substituting (3.1.7) in the right-hand side of equation (3.1.6) and using once


















































q = x(nk) =
qnk − 1
q − 1 . (3.1.8)




which proves relation (3.1.2).
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3.1.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind
In this section we will find a lowering operator for the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials
of the first kind. Again here we will follow the same strategy already developed in Section (3.1.1).
Lemma 3.1.4. Let V be the linear subspace of polynomials Q(s) on the lattice x(s) of degree at most





q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2 and j = 1, . . . , r.
Then, the system {M ~αi,q ,β+1q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1, where ~αi,q = (α1, . . . , qαi, . . . , αr), is a basis for V.









q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r,
we have that polynomials M ~αi,q ,β+1q,~n−~ei (s), i = 1, . . . , r, belong to V.









Then, multiplying the previous equation by [s](nk−1)q υαk,βq (s)5 x1(s) and then taking summation on s






















q (s)5 x1(s) = cδi,k, c ∈ R \ {0}, (3.1.11)
we deduce that λk = 0 for k = 1, . . . , r. Here δi,k represents the Kronecker delta symbol. Therefore,
{M ~αi,q ,β+1q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 is linearly independent in V. Furthermore, we know that any polynomial of V can
be determined with |~n| coefficients while (|~n| − r) linear conditions are imposed on V. Consequently
the dimension of V is at most r. Hence, the system {M ~αi,q ,β+1q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 spans V, which completes the
proof.
Now we will prove that the operator (1.3.4) is indeed a lowering operator for the sequence of q-
Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind M ~α,βq,~n (s).
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Lemma 3.1.5. There holds the following relation












































is a polynomial of degree ≤ k + 1 in the variable x(s). Consequently, from the orthogonality condi-







q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r.
Hence, from Lemma 3.1.4, ∆M ~α,βq,~n (s) ∈ V. Moreover, ∆M ~α,βq,~n (s) can univocally be expressed as
a linear combination of polynomials {M ~αi,q ,β+1q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1, i.e.








|ξi| > 0. (3.1.14)






























q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.15)
If we replace [s](k)q by [s]
(nk−1)
q in the left-hand side of equation (3.1.13), then left-hand side of equa-

























q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.16)
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[s](nk)q + lower degree terms.















Then, by conveniently substituting (3.1.17) in the right-hand side of equation (3.1.16) and using once
































































which proves relation (3.1.12).
Theorem 3.1.6. The q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomial of the first kind M ~α,βq,~n (s) satisfies the
following (r + 1)-order q-difference equation
r∏
i=1











Dqαj ,β+1+j−rq M ~α,βq,~n (s). (3.1.18)
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Dqαj ,β+1+j−rq M ~α,βq,~n (s),
which proves (3.1.18).
3.1.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind
In this section we will find a lowering operator for the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials
of the second kind. Again here we will follow the same strategy already developed in Section (3.1.1).


































Proof. By shifting conveniently the parameters involved in (2.3.12) and (2.3.13), respectively, one has
M
~β,α




































q (s)5 x1 (s)
×
{[


















q (s)5 x1 (s)
=
αq|~n|+βi









q (s)5 x1 (s)
+
αq|~n|−nk+2









q (s)5 x1 (s) .



















q (s)5 x1 (s) =
αq|~n|+βi










q (s)5 x1 (s) . (3.1.21)
Then, by using inductively (3.1.21) the statement holds.











· · · 1
x(n2+β2−βr)
...









i,j=1 , ai,j =
1
x(ni + βi − βj) ,
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x(nl + βl − βk)
. (3.1.22)
Here, to prove (3.1.22) we will follow the operations indicated in [11, Lemma 3.2, p. 7].
Proof. Let us proceed by column and row operations on the matrix A. Observe that, k = 1, . . . , r and
i = 1, . . . , r, the following relation
ak,i − ak,1 = λi,1ak,iak,1qnk+βk , λi,1 = x(βi − β1)q−βi , (3.1.23)
holds.
Therefore, based on (3.1.23) if Ak denotes the kth column of A, k = 1, . . . , r, one gets











1 c1,2 · · · c1,r
1 c2,2 · · · c2,r
...
... . . .
...
1 cr,2 · · · cr,r
 ,
where ck,i = ak,iqnk+βk . Now, if one subtracts the first row from the other ones, and takes into account
that
ck,i − ck,1 = ak,ia1,iµk,1, µk,1 = x(n1 − nk + β1 − βk)qnk+βk , i, k = 2, . . . , r,
then















a2,2 a2,3 · · · a2,r
a3,2 a3,3 · · · a3,r
...
... . . .
...
ar,2 ar,3 · · · ar,r
 .
Finally, repeating the previous column and row operations but on lower dimensional matrices the ex-
pression (3.1.22) can be proved by induction.
Lemma 3.1.9. Let V be the space of polynomials ϑ such that deg (ϑ) ≤ |~n| − 1 and∑
s≥0
ϑ (s) [s](k)q υ
βj+1,qα
q (s)5 x1 (s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2 and j = 1, 2, . . . , r.















is linearly independent in V.
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q (s)5 x1 (s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, 2, . . . , r,
we have that polynomials M
~β+~ei,qα
q,~n−~ei (s) ∈ V, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.









Then, multiplying the previous equation by [s](nk−1)q υβk+1,qαq (s) 5 x1(s) and then taking summation












q (s)5 x1(s) = 0.









q (s)5 x1(s) 6= 0, we obtain
r∑
i=1
a˜k,iλi = 0, k = 1, . . . , r,
which is equivalent to A˜λ = 0, where a˜k,i are given in (3.1.20), λ = [λ1, . . . , λr]T and A˜ = {a˜k,i}rk,i=1.
By Lemma 3.1.8, we have |A˜| 6= 0 so that λi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r. Therefore, {M ~β+~ei,qαq,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 is
linearly independent in V. Furthermore, we know that any polynomial of V can be determined with |~n|
coefficients while (|~n| − r) linear conditions are imposed on V, consequently the dimension of V is at
most r. Hence, the system {M ~β+~ei,qαq,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 spans V, which completes the proof.
Now we will prove that operator (1.3.4) is indeed a lowering operator for the sequence of q-Meixner
multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind M
~β,α
q,~n (s).












l=1 x(nl + βl − βi)∏r
k=1,k 6=i x(βi − βk)
∏r








k=1 x(nj + βj − βk)∏r−1
k=1,k 6=j q
njx(nk − nj + βk − βj)
∏r
l=j+1 q
nlx(nj − nl + βj − βl)
. (3.1.25)
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is a polynomial of degree ≤ k + 1 in the variable x(s). Consequently, from the orthogonality condi-









q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r.
Hence, from Lemma 3.1.9, ∆M
~β,α
q,~n (s) ∈ V. Moreover, ∆M
~β,α
q,~n (s) can univocally be expressed as











|ξi| > 0. (3.1.27)





















× υβk+1,qrαq (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.28)
If we replace [s](k)q by [s]
(nk−1)
q in the left-hand side of equation (3.1.26), then left-hand side of equa-






































[s](nk)q + lower degree terms.
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1− αq|~n|+βi x(nk + βk − βi).
From equation (3.1.28) and (3.1.29) we get the following linear system of equations for the unknown




ξisj,i, k = 1, . . . , r, ⇐⇒ Sξ = b, ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξr), (3.1.30)
where the entries of the vector b and matrix S are as follows
bj =
(1− αqnj+βj)q|~n|−nj+1/2
(1− αq|~n|+βj) , sj,i = aj,i.
By using the Cramer’s rule the above system (3.1.30) has a unique solution if and only if the determinant
of S is different from zero. Observe that S = A ·D, where D denotes the diagonal matrix D = (δj,i)rj,i.
Thus, from Lemma 3.1.8, formula 3.1.22, one gets
detS = det(A ·D) = detA 6= 0.
Accordingly, if Cj,i is the cofactor of the entry sj,i and Si(b) denotes the matrix obtained from S




, i = 1, . . . , r,
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nlx(nk − nl + βk − βl)∏r
k=1,k 6=i
∏r
l=1,l 6=j x(nk + βk − βl)
.
Consequently, relation (3.1.24) holds.
Theorem 3.1.11. The q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomial of the second kind M ~β,αq,~n (s) satisfies














q,~n (s) , (3.1.31)
where ξi’s are the constants in (3.1.25).









and use formula (2.3.12) in equation (3.1.24) by acting with the product of operators (3.1.32), we obtain
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3.1.4 q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials
In this section we will find a lowering operator for the q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Then we will combine it with the raising operators (2.3.17) to get an (r+1)-order q-difference equation.
Lemma 3.1.12. Let V be the linear subspace of polynomials Q(s) on the lattice x(s) of degree at most





q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2 and j = 1, . . . , r.
Then, the system {K~p,N−1,
~βi,1/q2
q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1, where ~βi,1/q2 = (β1, . . . , βi/q2, . . . , βr), is a basis for V.









q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r,
we have that polynomials K
~p,N−1,~βi,1/q2
q,~n−~ei (s), i = 1, . . . , r, belong to V.









Then, multiplying the previous equation by [s](nk−1)q υpk,N,βkq (s) 5 x1(s) and taking summation on s












q (s)5 x1(s) = 0.









q (s)5 x1(s) = cδi,k, c ∈ R \ {0}, (3.1.33)
we deduce that λk = 0 for k = 1, . . . , r. Here δi,k represents the Kronecker delta symbol. Therefore,
{K~p,N−1,
~βi,1/q2
q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 is linearly independent inV. Furthermore, we know that any polynomial ofV can
be determined with |~n| coefficients while (|~n| − r) linear conditions are imposed on V. Consequently
the dimension of V is at most r. Hence, the system {K~p,N−1,
~βi,1/q2
q,~n−~ei (s)}ri=1 spans V, which completes
the proof.
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Now we will prove that the operator (1.3.4) is indeed a lowering operator for the sequence of q-
Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials K~p,Nq,~n (s).






ni − 1) + 1]









































is a polynomial of degree ≤ k + 1 in the variable x(s). Consequently, from the orthogonality condi-







q (s)5 x1(s) = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ nj − 2, j = 1, . . . , r.
Hence, from Lemma 3.1.12, ∆K~p,Nq,~n (s) ∈ V. Moreover, ∆K~p,Nq,~n (s) can univocally be expressed as











|ξi| > 0. (3.1.36)
Multiplying both sides of the equation (3.1.36) by [s](nk−1)q υ
pk,N−1,βk/q2
q (s) 5 x1(s) and using rela-






























q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.37)
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If we replace [s](k)q by [s]
(nk−1)
q in the left-hand side of equation (3.1.35), then left-hand side of equa-






















q (s)5 x1(s). (3.1.38)
Here we have used that x(s)[s− 1](nk−1)q = [s](nk)q to get
ϕk,nk−1(s) = −
q−1/2 [pk (qnk − 1) + 1]
q2(N−1)pk(1− pk)[N ]q [s]
(nk)
q + lower degree terms.
On the other hand, from (2.3.17) one has that[
pk
(
q|~n| − 1)+ 1]













Then, by conveniently substituting (3.1.39) in the right-hand side of equation (3.1.38) and using once








= −q|~n|−1 [pk (q
nk − 1) + 1]













nk − 1) + 1]


























nk − 1) + 1]
















nk − 1) + 1]
[pk (q|~n| − 1) + 1][nk]
(1)
q ,
which proves relation (3.1.34).
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Theorem 3.1.14. The q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomial K~p,Nq,~n (s) satisfies the following









ni − 1) + 1]






Dpj ,N−1+r−j,βj/q2q K~p,Nq,~n (s). (3.1.40)



















ni − 1) + 1]













ni − 1) + 1]






Dpj ,N−1+r−j,βj/q2q K~p,Nq,~n (s),
which proves (3.1.40).
3.2 q-Recurrence relation
In this section we will study the nearest neighbor recurrence relation for any multi-index ~n. Indeed,
such a study constitutes an important contribution of this Thesis. Furthermore, the approach presented
here differs form those used in [10, 41, 91].
Let us start by defining the linear difference operator Fq,ni , where ni is the i-th entry of the vector
index ~n,
Fq,ni := g−1q,i (s)∇nigq,k (s) , (3.2.1)
where gq,k is defined in the variable s and depends on the i-th component of the vector orthogonality
measure ~µ. Moreover, if it also depends on the i-th component of ~n, then the index k = ni; otherwise
k = i.
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Lemma 3.2.1. Let ni be a positive integer and let f(s) be a function defined on the discrete variable s.
The following relation is valid
Fq,nix(s)fq(s) = q−ni+1/2x(ni)g−1q,i (s)∇ni−1gq,k (s) fq(s) + q−ni [x(s)− x(ni)]Fq,nifq(s). (3.2.2)
Proof. Let us act ni-times with backward difference operators (1.3.5) on the product of functions
x(s)f(s). Assume that ni ≥ N > 1,
∇nix(s)f(s) = ∇ni−1[∇x(s)f(s)] = ∇ni−1[q−1/2f(s) + x(s− 1)∇f(s)]
= q−1/2∇ni−1f(s) +∇ni−1[x(s− 1)∇f(s)]
= q−1/2∇ni−1f(s) +∇ni−2[∇x(s− 1)∇f(s)]. (3.2.3)
Repeating this process – but on the second term of the right-hand side of equation (3.2.3) –
∇nix(s)f(s) = [q1/2−ni + · · ·+ q−5/2 + q−3/2 + q−1/2]∇ni−1f(s) + x(s− ni)∇nif(s)
= q1/2−nix(ni)∇ni−1f(s) + x(s− ni)∇nif(s),
or, equivalently,
∇nix(s)f(s) = q−ni+1/2x(ni)∇ni−1f(s) + q−ni [x(s)− x(ni)]∇nif(s), ni ≥ 1. (3.2.4)
Now, aimed to involve difference operator∇ni in the above equation, we multiply equation (3.2.4) from
the left side by gq,i(s)−1 and replace f(s) by gq,k(s)f(s). Thus, equation (3.2.4) transforms into (3.2.2),
which completes the proof.
3.2.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials
In this section we will study two types of recurrence relations, namely the nearest neighbor recur-
rence relation for any multi-index ~n and a step-line recurrence relation for ~n = (n1, n2).
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(C~αq,~n − q−1/2C~αq,~n+~ek) 1Γq(s+ 1) . (3.2.7)
Second, let us recursively use expression (3.2.2) involving the product of r difference operators∏r









αiqni − αjqnj x(ni)
[

















































αiqni − αjqnj x(ni)
[




Finally, multiplying from the left both sides of the previous expression by G~n,~αq Γq(s+ 1) and using
Rodrigues-type formula (2.3.5) we obtain (3.2.5), which completes the proof.
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Observe that other recurrence relations different from the above nearest neighbor recurrence rela-
tion (3.2.5) can be obtained. Indeed, from (3.2.13) a 4-term recurrence relation for ~n = (n1, n2) can
be obtained. In [10] an approach for the recurrence relations of some discrete multiple orthogonal
polynomials was given. This approach uses the Rodrigues-type formulas along with some series repre-
sentations (Kampe´ de Fe´riet series) for multiple orthogonal polynomials. Here we proceed in the same
way.
Notice that equation (2.3.5) provides an explicit expression for the monic q-Charlier multiple or-
thogonal polynomials. Indeed, by using formula (3.2.29) from [73] as follows



















(1− aqj) for k > 0, and (a; q)0 = 1,
denotes the q-analogue of the Pochhammer symbol [46, 61, 73, 75], one obtains the following relation








































Γq(s− k − l + 1) . (3.2.9)
Observe that from (1.3.2) we have
Γq(s+ 1)










(−1)kq(k2)−nk, k = 0, 1, . . . ,

















(q−s; q)k+l(q−n1 ; q)k(q−n2 ; q)l
q(
k+l
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(γ; q)m(γ′; q)n(q; q)m(q; q)n
q−mnxmyn,
is a q-analogue of the second of Appell’s hypergeometric functions of two variables (see [39, for-
mula (23), p. 89] and [89] for multiple gaussian hypergeometric series).
Alternatively, in (3.2.10) the q-analogue of the Pochhammer symbol can be rewritten in terms of the
q-falling factorials, which allows to express the q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials in terms of
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the coefficients c(j)q,n1,n2 can be used to compute the recurrence coefficients in
x(s)Pq,n1,n2(s) = q
n1+n2Pq,n1,n2+1(s) + bq,n1,n2Pq,n1,n2(s) + cq,n1,n2Pq,n1,n2−1(s)
+ dq,n1,n2Pq,n1−1,n2−1(s),














−(n1+n2)c(n1+n2−1)q,n1,n2 x(n1 + n2 − 1)







−(n1+n2)c(n1+n2−2)q,n1,n2 x(n1 + n2 − 2)
− q−(n1+n2)cq,n1,n2c(n1+n2−2)q,n1,n2−1 − q−(n1+n2)bq,n1,n2c(n1+n2−2)q,n1,n2 − c(n1+n2−2)q,n1,n2+1
)
.
From the explicit expression (3.2.13) we then get, after some calculations, that when q → 1 we
recover the recurrence coefficients given in [10].
3.2.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind
Theorem 3.2.3. The q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind satisfy the following
(r + 2)-term recurrence relation










|~n|+ni−1x(β + |~n| − 1)


























































αiq|~n|+β+ni − 1 .
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Proof. We will use Lemma 3.2.1. First, let us consider equation
(αk)
−s∇nk+1(αkqnk+1)s Γq(β + |~n|+ 1 + s)








Γq(β + |~n|+ 1 + s)













Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1)
]
,
which can be rewritten in terms of difference operators (2.3.10) as follows
Mαkq,nk+1
Γq(β + |~n|+ 1 + s)
Γq(β + |~n|+ 1)Γq(s+ 1) = q
1/2Mαkq,nk
Γq(β + |~n|+ s)








Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1) . (3.2.15)








Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1) = q
−1/2 (αkq
nk+1)x(β + |~n|)
αkq|~n|+β+nk+1 − 1 M
~α
q,~n+~ek
Γq(β + |~n|+ 1 + s)
Γq(β + |~n|+ 1)Γq(s+ 1)
− (αkq
nk+1)x(β + |~n|)
αkq|~n|+β+nk+1 − 1 M
~α
q,~n
Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1) . (3.2.16)
Second, let us recursively use Lemma 3.2.1 involving the product of r difference operators∏r
i=1Fq,ni acting on the function f|~n|(s) = Γq(β+|~n|+s)Γq(β+|~n|)Γq(s+1) , which in this case isM~αq,~n (see expression



























αiq|~n|+β − 1 x(s)−
r∑
i=1
q|~n|x(ni) (αiqnj − 1)
(αiq|~n|+β − 1)




αiq|~n|+β − 1 +
(
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q|~n|x(ni) (αiqnj − 1)
(αiq|~n|+β − 1) +
(





−(q − 1) r∏
i=1
x(ni)














































αkq|~n|+β+nk+1 − 1 M
~α
q,~n+~ek



















Finally, multiplying from the left both sides of the previous expression by G~n,~α,βq Γq(β)Γq(s+1)Γq(β+s) and
using Rodrigues-type formula (2.3.9) we obtain (3.2.14), which completes the proof.
3.2.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind
Theorem 3.2.4. The q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind satisfy the follo-
wing (r + 2)-term recurrence relation
x(s)M
~β,α









x(ni)x(βi + ni − 1)




x(ni + βi − βj)
x(ni + βi − nj − βj)B~n,iM
~β,α
q,~n−~ei(s), (3.2.18)
























x(ni + βi − βj)


















αq|~n|+βi+ni − 1 .
Proof. First, let us consider equation
Γq(βk)
Γq(βk + s)
∇nk+1 Γq(βk + nk + 1 + s)










Γq(βk + nk + 1 + s)




























































Second, let us recursively use Lemma 3.2.1 involving the product of r difference operators∏r
i=1Fq,ni acting on the function f|~n|(s) = (αq
|~n|)s
Γq(s+1)
, which in this case is M¯~βq,~n (see expression (2.3.15)).







q1/2x(ni + βi − βj)

















qni(αq|~n|+βi − 1) +
(










αq|~n|+βi − 1 x(s)M¯
~β
q,~nf|~n|(s). (3.2.21)






















qni(αq|~n|+βi − 1) +
(













q1/2x(ni + βi − βj)












(q − 1)αq|~n|x(ni + βi − 1)

























x(ni + βi − βj)








Finally, multiplying from the left both sides of the previous expression by G~n,~β,αq Γq(βi)Γq(βi+s) and using
Rodrigues-type formula (2.3.14) we obtain (3.2.18), which completes the proof.
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3.3 Connection with the Multiple orthogonal polynomials
In this section we obtain the above theorem for the multiple orthogonal polynomials. Then, taking
limit when (q → 1) in the above section, we get the following.
Let Fni , where ni is the i-th entry of the vector index ~n, be a linear operator defined by
Fni := g−1i (x)5ni gk (x) , (3.3.1)
where gk is defined in the variable x and depends on the i-th component of the vector orthogonality
measure ~µ. Moreover, if it also depends on the i-th component of ~n, then the index k = ni; otherwise
k = i.
Lemma 3.3.1. There holds the following relation
Fnixf(x) = nig−1i (x)5ni−1 gk (x) f(x) + (x− ni)Fnif(x). (3.3.2)
Proof. It is enough to consider the relation,
5ni xf(x) = ni5ni−1 f(x) + (x− ni)5ni f(x), f(x) = gk (x) f(x), (3.3.3)
which is given in [12] to get (3.3.2) by multiplying on the left hand-side of (3.3.3) by g−1i (x).
3.3.1 Multiple Hahn polynomials
Theorem 3.3.2. The multiple Hahn orthogonal polynomials satisfy the following (r + 2)-term re-
currence relation
xH~α,α0,N~n (x) = H
~α,α0,N
~n+~ek








ni + αi − αj
ni − nj + αi − αj
∏
1≤j≤r
|~n|+ α0 + αj
|~n|+ α0 + nj + αj
× ni (ni + αi) (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1) (N − |~n|+ 1) (|~n|+ α0)







|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1
[∑
1≤i≤r
ni (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1)
|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
+
(
(N − |~n|) +
∑
1≤i≤r




|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
+
(nk + αk + 1)(N − |~n|)







ni + αi − αj
ni − nj + αi − αj
× ni (ni + αi) (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1)
(|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1) (|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi) .
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Proof. First, let us consider equation
1
Γ(αk + x+ 1)
5nk+1 Γ(αk + nk + 1 + x+ 1) Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − (|~n|+ 1)− x+ 1)
=
1





Γ(αk + nk + 1 + x+ 1)
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)




Γ(αk + x+ 1)
5nk [(Γ(αk + nk + x+ 1) ((nk + αk + 1) (N − |~n|)
− (|~n|+ α0 + nk + αk + 2)x) Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1)
)]
,
which can be rewritten in terms of difference operators (1.2.21) as follows
Hαknk+1
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − (|~n|+ 1)− x+ 1)
= (nk + αk + 1) (N − |~n|)Hαknk
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1)
− (|~n|+ α0 + nk + αk + 2)Hαknkx
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1) . (3.3.5)








Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1)
= − 1|~n|+ α0 + nk + αk + 2H
~α
~n+~ek
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − (|~n|+ 1)− x+ 1)
+
(nk + αk + 1)(N − |~n|)
|~n|+ α0 + nk + αk + 2H
~α
~n
Γ(α0 +N − x+ 1)
Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1) . (3.3.6)
Second, let us recursively use Lemma 3.3.1 involving the product of r difference operators∏r
i=1Fni acting on the function f|~n|(s) = Γ(α0+N−x+1)Γ(x+1)Γ(N−|~n|−x+1) , which in this case is H~α~n (see expression
(1.2.21)). Thus, we have






ni + αi − αj
ni − nj + αi − αj
× ni (ni + αi) (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1) (|~n|+ α0 + nj + αj + 1)∏
1≤ν≤r








ni (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1)
|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1 +
(
(N − |~n|) +
∑
1≤i≤r











|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1
|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1 xH
~α
~nf|~n|(x). (3.3.7)




|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1
1







|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1
[∑
1≤i≤r
ni (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1)
|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
+
(
(N − |~n|) +
∑
1≤i≤r




|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
+
(nk + αk + 1)(N − |~n|)







ni + αi − αj
ni − nj + αi − αj
×ni (ni + αi) (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1)










|~n|+ α0 + ni + αiH
αi
~n f|~n|(x) +
(N − |~n|+ 1)(|~n|+ α0)








|~n|+ α0 + αi + 1
|~n|+ α0 + ni + αi + 1
1









ni + αi − αj
ni − nj + αi − αj
× ni (ni + αi) (N + α0 + ni + αi + 1) (N − |~n|+ 1) (|~n|+ α0)
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Γ(α0+N−x+1) and using Rodrigues-type formula (1.2.20) we obtain (3.2.18), which
completes the proof.
Notice that the approach used to obtain (3.3.4) is new in the literature and (1.2.6), (1.2.10), (1.2.14),
and (1.2.18) we can be obtained in a similar way.
In addition, Lemma 3.3.1 allows to obtain recurrence relations for polynomial families defined by
means of Rodrigues-type formulas without verifying orthogonality conditions (1.3.1). These families
will be called, in the sequel, unusual cases.
3.3.2 Unusual case























Γ(βi + x+ 1)
5ni Γ(βi + ni + x+ 1)
)
, (3.3.9)
with 0 < α < 1, βi > 0 and βi 6= βj whenever i 6= j.
Theorem 3.3.3. The expression (3.3.8) satisfies the following (r + 2)-term recurrence relation
xQ
~β,α
























nj + βj − βi
nj − ni + βj − βiQ
~β,α
~n−~ei(x). (3.3.10)
Proof. First, let us consider
1
Γ(βk + x+ 1)
















Γ(βk + x+ 1)
5nk
[(
Γ(βk + nk + x+ 1)
(
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Second, let us recursively use Lemma 3.3.1 involving the product of r difference operators∏r
i=1Fni acting on the function f(s) = α
x
Γ(x+1)







ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βj



































ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βj












Rodrigues-type formula (3.3.8) we obtain (3.3.10), which completes the proof.
Chapter 4
Limit relations
We would like to recall that the selected discretization; that is, the q-lattice x(s) = (qs− 1)/(q− 1)
allows easily to transit from the non-uniform distribution of mass points x(s), s = 0, 1, . . . , to the
uniform distribution x(s) = s, when q approaches 1. Under this limiting process one expects that the
corresponding q-algebraic relations transform into the discrete relations; i.e. Rodrigues-type formulas
as well as recurrence relations, among others, will be transformed in their discrete counterparts. Thus,
in this chapter we focus our attention on some limit relations between q-multiple orthogonal polyno-
mials and discrete multiple orthogonal polynomials. Indeed, we will start by analyzing the Rodrigues-
type formulas, which we will use as a main ingredient for addressing the limit relations involving the
difference equations and recurrence relations, respectively.
4.1 q-Rodrigues type formula
In this section we study the limit relations for the Rodrigues-type formula.
4.1.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials






where C~α~n (s) and C
~α
q,~n(s) are defined in (1.2.4) and (2.3.5), respectively.
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Now, taking into account that
Γq(s+ 1) = x(s)Γq(s) = · · · = x(s)! and x(s) = q
s − 1
q − 1 . (4.1.3)
















which proves the above expression (4.1.1).
4.1.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind
Proposition 4.1.2. The following limiting relation is valid:
lim
q→1
M ~α,βq,~n (s) = M
~α,β
~n (s), (4.1.4)
where M ~α,β~n (s) and M
~α,β
q,~n (s) are defined in (1.2.8) and (2.3.9), respectively.
Proof. From (2.3.9) we have





























Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1)
)
.
Thus, by (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) we get





























qni(s−1/2)Γq(β + |~n|+ s)
Γq(β + |~n|)Γq(s+ 1)
)
.
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Now, by (4.1.3) and applying limit in the above expression when q goes to 1 we get
lim
q→1














Γ(β + |~n|+ x)
Γ(β + |~n|)Γ(x+ 1)
)
,
which proves the above expression (4.1.4).
4.1.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind





q,~n (s) = M
~β,α
~n (s) , (4.1.5)
where M
~β,α
~n (s) and M
~β,α
q,~n (s) are defined in (1.2.12) and (2.3.14), respectively.
Proof. From (2.3.14) we have
M
~β,α



































Thus, by (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) we get
M
~β,α































































which completes the proof of relation (4.1.5).
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4.1.4 q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials
Proposition 4.1.4. The following limiting relation is valid:
lim
q→1
K~p,Nq,~n (s) = K
~p,N
~n (s), (4.1.6)
where K~p,N~n (s) and K
~p,N
q,~n (s) are defined in (1.2.16) and (2.3.18), respectively.
Proof. From (2.3.18) we have






































Γq(N − |~n| − s+ 1)Γq(s+ 1)
)
.
Thus, by (1.3.4) and (1.3.5)






































Γq(N − |~n| − s+ 1)Γq(s+ 1)
)
.
Now, by (4.1.3) and applying limit in the above expression when q goes to 1 we get
lim
q→1





















Γ(x+ 1)Γ(N − |~n| − x+ 1) ,
which proves the above expression (4.1.6).
4.2 q-Difference equation
The previous propositions based on the limit relation of the Rodrigues-type formula of these poly-
nomials, also allows to obtain limit relation between the difference equations. In this section we show
limit relations for difference equation.
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4.2.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials








Lαi 4 C~α~n (s), (4.2.1)
where Lαi and Dαiq are defined in (1.2.3) and (2.3.4), respectively.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.3 we have
r∏
i=1


































Finally, from (1.2.3) and (1.2.5), (4.2.1) holds.
4.2.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind





Dqαi,β+1+i−rq ∆M ~α,βq,~n (s) =
r∏
i=1
Lαi,β+1+i−r 4M ~α,β~n (s), (4.2.2)
where Lαi,β and Dαi,βq are defined in (1.2.7) and (2.3.8), respectively.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.6 we have
r∏
i=1











Dqαj ,β+1+j−rq M ~α,βq,~n (s).
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From (2.3.8) and (3.1.8) we get
r∏
i=1

























Finally, from (1.2.7) and (1.2.9), (4.2.2) holds.
4.2.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind










Lβi+1,α4M ~β,α~n (s), (4.2.3)
where Lβi,α and Dβi,αq are defined in (1.2.11) and (2.3.12), respectively.















where ξi’s are the constants in (3.1.25).


































where di’s are the constants in (1.2.13).
Finally, from (1.2.11) and (1.2.13), (4.2.3) holds.
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4.2.4 q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials









where Lpi,N and Dpi,Nq are defined in (1.2.15) and (2.3.17), respectively.









ni − 1) + 1]






Dpj ,N−1+r−j,βj/q2q K~p,Nq,~n (s).
From (2.3.17) and (3.1.8) we get
r∏
i=1





ni − 1) + 1]




















Finally, from (1.2.15) and (1.2.17), (4.2.4) holds.
4.3 q-Recurrence relation
Finally, this section shows the limit relations of the recurrence relations of these polynomials.
4.3.1 q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials












where the right-hand side of (4.3.1) and the product term x(s)C~αq,~n(s) are defined in (1.2.6) and (3.2.5),
respectively.
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where A~n,i and B~n,i are defined in (3.2.5).


































which completes the proof of the above expression (4.3.1).
4.3.2 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind
Proposition 4.3.2. The following limiting relation is valid:
lim
q→1




















αini (β + |~n| − 1)
(αi − 1)2
M ~α,β~n−~ei(s), (4.3.2)
where the right-hand side of (4.3.2) and the product term x(s)M ~α,βq,~n (s) are defined in (1.2.10) and
(3.2.14), respectively.
Proof. From Theorem 3.2.3 we have










|~n|+ni−1x(β + |~n| − 1)
(αiq|~n|+β+ni−1 − 1) (αiq|~n|+β+ni−2 − 1)B~n,iM
~α,β
q,~n−~ei(s),
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where b~n,k and B~n,i are defined in (3.2.14).

















(qni − 1)(qβ+|~n|−1 − 1)αiq|~n|+ni−1
(q − 1)2 (αiq|~n|+β+ni−1 − 1) (αiq|~n|+β+ni−2 − 1)B~n,i
)
=
αini (β + |~n| − 1)
(αi − 1)2
,
and by Proposition 4.1.2 we get
lim
q→1




















αini (β + |~n| − 1)
(αi − 1)2
M ~α,β~n−~ei(s),
which proves the above expression (4.3.2).
4.3.3 q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind





























ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βjM
~β,α
~n−~ei (s) , (4.3.3)
where the right-hand side of (4.3.3) and the product term x(s)M
~β,α
q,~n (s) are defined in (1.2.14) and
(3.2.18), respectively.
Proof. From Theorem 3.2.4 we have
x(s)M
~β,α









x(ni)x(βi + ni − 1)




x(ni + βi − βj)
x(ni + βi − nj − βj)B~n,iM
~β,α
q,~n−~ei(s),
where b~n,k and B~n,i are defined in (3.2.18).
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 q|~n|(αq|~n|−1)(qni − 1)(qβi+ni−1 − 1)














ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βj ,





























ni + βi − βj
ni − nj + βi − βjM
~β,α
~n−~ei (s) ,
which completes the proof of relation (4.3.3).
Chapter 5
Conclusions and open problems
5.1 Conclusions
We have obtained new families of special functions, namely, the multiple orthogonal polynomials
of q-Charlier, q-Meixner (of the first and second kind), and q-Kravchuk. For each of these polyno-
mial family we have obtained the corresponding Rodrigues-type formula (2.3.5), (2.3.9), (2.3.14), and
(2.3.18). In addition, for the q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials we found an explicit rep-
resentation in terms of a new q-analogue of the second of Appell’s hypergeometric functions of two
variables (3.2.11).
Three of the aforementioned q-multiple polynomial families were found to be common eigen-
functions of two different (r + 1)-order difference operators, namely, (3.1.9) and (3.2.5) for the q-
Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials. Similarly, difference operators (3.1.18) and (3.2.14), for the
q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind, as well as difference operators (3.1.31)
and (3.2.18), for the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind. For the q-Kravchuk
multiple orthogonal polynomials we found just one (r+1)-order difference operators (3.1.40). Our limi-
tation on this regard is based on some technical difficulties appeared in the attainment of the recurrence
relation.
An important novelty of the algebraic approach developed in this Thesis for the attainment of nea-
rest neighbor recurrence relations (3.2.5), (3.2.14), and (3.2.18) relies on the fact that the requirement
of introducing type I multiple orthogonality is omitted, which is a significant difference with respect
to the method presented in [92]. We directly proceed from the q-difference operators, instead. In
fact, the q-difference operators involved in the Rodrigues-type formula constitute the key-ingredient in
our approach making this approach more consistent and algebraically efficient. In this direction, we
introduced Lemma 3.3.1 for multiple orthogonal polynomials as a limiting situation of Lemma 3.2.1,
when q → 1. Moreover, this fact allows to study the recurrence relations for some known families,
namely (3.3.4) and (3.3.10) for the multiple Hahn polynomials as well as for some new situations like
the presented unusual case. Indeed, these relations are new in the literature and can be used to define
new recurrence relations involving integers, which are relevant in analytic number theory problems
[63].
Finally, we show some limiting situations when q → 1, which allow us to recover the corresponding
79
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structural relations for multiple orthogonal polynomials of Charlier, Meixner (of the first and second
kind), and Kravchuk [10, 50, 65, 66], respectively. More specifically, for the q-Charlier multiple ortho-
gonal polynomials our relations (2.3.5), (3.1.9), and (3.2.5) transform into (1.2.4), (1.2.5), and (1.2.6),
respectively. For the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the first kind, the relations (2.3.9),
(3.1.18), and (3.2.14) transform into (1.2.8), (1.2.9), and (1.2.10), respectively. For the q-Meixner mul-
tiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind our relations (2.3.14), (3.1.31), and (3.2.18) transform
into (1.2.12), (1.2.13), and (1.2.14), respectively. For the q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials
our relations (2.3.18) and (3.1.40) also transform into (1.2.16) and (1.2.17), respectively.
5.2 Published material
Part of the work carried out for this Thesis has been published in [13] and [14], respectively. There-
fore, there is an overlap between this Thesis and the aforementioned publications. In particular, Chapter
2 and Chapter 3 overlap with [13] and [14], in which algebraic properties of q-multiple orthogonal poly-
nomials are studied. In these articles, we study the q-Charlier multiple orthogonal polynomials as well
as some algebraic properties for q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials but only for the first kind
family. The results involving the q-Meixner multiple orthogonal polynomials of the second kind as well
as q-Kravchuk multiple orthogonal polynomials are not yet published.
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5.3 Open problems
We propose three problems: the first one concerns to the algebraic theory of multiple orthogonal
polynomials while the second one deals with the analytic theory of multiple orthogonal polynomials.
The third one is devoted to some applications in quantum physics.
Problem 1. We propose to study some determinants whose entries are orthogonal polynomials [52, 59,
96]. This type of determinants are related to both applied and theoretical researches. See, for instance,
in the context of some physical applications [78] for shape-invariant potentials and pseudo virtual states
transformations as well as [58] for birth and death processes or the connection with Young diagrams in
[40]. Additionally, for theoretical aspects like monotonicity properties of Wronskians see [53], for high
order Tura´n inequalities see [31], and for Selberg-type formulas see [36]. Other recent applications
of Wronskians of orthogonal polynomials can be found in connection with random matrix theory in
[23, 69].
The Wronskian of orthogonal polynomials is defined by
W (n, l;x) = W (Qn(x), Qn+1(x), . . . , Qn+l−1(x))
= det

Qn(x) Qn+1(x) · · · Qn+l−1(x)
Q′n(x) Q
′









n+1 (x) · · · Q(l−1)n+l−1(x)
 ,
where
Qn(x) = kn(−x)n + · · · , kn > 0, n ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .},
is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect to an arbitrary measure whose distribution func-
tion has an infinite number of increasing points.
In [60], Karlin and Szego¨ developed a general theory regarding the determinants whose entries are
orthogonal polynomials [26, 90]. They showed that:
• If l is even, (−1)l/2W (n, l;x) > 0, x ∈ R. The Wronskian keeps a constant sign for all real x.
• If l is odd, then W (n, l;x) has exactly n simple real zeros and the zeros of W (n, l;x) and W (n+
1, l;x) strictly interlace.
Since multiple orthogonal polynomials are natural generalizations of orthogonal polynomials, in
[97] the authors considered Wronskian type determinants whose entries are multiple orthogonal poly-
nomials. They have extend for these polynomials the results obtained by Karlin and Szego¨ for scalar
orthogonal polynomials.
In [97] the authors considered a sequence of multi-indices (~n0, ~n1, . . . , ~nl−1), l ∈ Z+ = {1, 2, 3, . . .},
such that
• ~n0 = ~n for a given initial multi-index ~n,
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• |~nj| = |~n|+ j for j = 1, . . . , l − 1,
• ~n0 ≤ ~n1 ≤ · · · ≤ ~nl−2 ≤ ~nl−1 (componentwise),
and define the associated Wronskian of multiple orthogonal polynomials by
W (~n, l;x) = W
(



















(x) · · · P (l−1)~nl−1 (x)
 , (5.3.1)
where P~n is the type II multiple orthogonal polynomial.
Some of their main results obtained in this context are
Theorem 5.3.1. Suppose that the weights (w1, w2, . . . , wr) form an AT system on [a, b] for all the multi-
indices ~n ∈ Nr, then we have
W (~n, l;x) > 0, x ∈ R, (5.3.2)
if l is even, where W (~n, l;x) is defined in (5.3.1).
Theorem 5.3.2. Let w1, w2, . . . , wr be r weights as in Theorem 5.3.1 and let l be odd. For each fixed
multi-index ~n the polynomials W (~n, l;x) have exactly |~n| simple zeros on the real axis. Furthermore,
given two paths consisting of l multi-indices such that the last l − 1 multi-indices of one path starting
from ~n coincide with the first l − 1 multi-indices of the other path ending at ~m (which also means
|~m| = |~n|+ l and ~n ≤ ~m), then the real zeros of two associated Wronskians strictly interlace.
Based on the above results the following question arises: Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 can be extended
for the q-multiple orthogonal polynomials studied in this Thesis? We expect a positive answer because
most of the techniques used by the above authors can be extended in a natural way in our context. In
this direction, some studies on Casorati determinants have been already conducted in [35] about some
symmetries for these determinants involving classical discrete orthogonal polynomials and in [79] about
Casoratian identities for Wilson and Askey-Wilson polynomials. Recently, in [37] the authors started
the study of Casorati type determinants of some q-classical orthogonal polynomials studied in [3, 61].
Problem 2. A description of the main term of the logarithm asymptotics of q-multiple orthogonal poly-
nomials deserves our future attention. We expect to give it in terms of an algebraic function approach
(see [6]). These results yield the Cauchy transform of the weak-star limit for scaling zero counting
measure of the polynomials. In addition, the zero distribution of these type II q-multiple orthogonal
polynomials should be studied and the generalization of the recurrence coeficcients. More precisely, we
propose to study the weak asymptotic behavior of q-discrete multiple orthogonal polynomials, whose
study is still missing in the literature (see [15] for asymptotic analysis of classical discrete orthogonal
polynomials). For such a purpose we will use an algebraic function formulation for the solution of
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the equilibrium problem with constraints [18, 34, 48] to describe the zero distribution of such mul-
tiple orthogonal polynomials [84]. This approach has been recently developed for multiple Meixner
polynomials in [6] (see [8] as well as [67] and [86] for orther approaches). Moreover, by analyzing
the limiting behavior of the coefficients of the recurrence relations for such polynomials we expect to
obtain the main term of their asymptotics.
Other direction of research could be the ratio asymptotics of multiple orthogonal polynomials. In
[72] the asymptotics for the ratio of multiple Charlier polynomials is obtained. This result will help
us to address a similar question involving the new families of q-multiple Charlier polynomials studied
in Chapter 4. In addition, the Riemann-Hilbert approach to global asymptotics of discrete orthogonal
polynomials with infinite nodes was studied in [80], which opens a new direction for future studies
involving q-multiple orthogonal polynomials.
Problem 3. Some applications of multiple orthogonal polynomials have been studied in quantum
physics. In [70, 71] the authors develop a physical model involving multiple polynomials of Charlier
and Meixner of the first type. For the Meixner case the physical model was summarized in the section
1.4.3. However, there is a similar model for the multiple Charlier case that we will explain below.









j + ai + σi, i = 1, . . . , r,
where the operators a+j aj , a
+
j and aj are defined in the section 1.4.3.
The multiple Charlier polynomials simultaneously diagonalize the r non-Hermitian oscillator Hamil-
tonians. Consider the states |x, ~α〉 defined by means of the combination of states |n1, . . . , nr〉 as:




n1! · · ·nr!
|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉, x ∈ N.
Thus,




n1! · · ·nr!
[








|n1, n2, . . . , nr〉.
Now, by using the recurrence relation for multiple Charlier polynomials (1.2.6) one obtains
H~αi |x, ~α〉 = x|x, ~α〉.
Although operators are non-Hermitian, they have a real spectrum given by the non-negative integers.
The states |x, ~α〉 are uniquely defined as the joint eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operators with eigen-
values equal to x. Moreover,
[H~αi , H
~α
j ]|x, ~α〉 = 0.
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However, these Hamiltonians do not commute pairwise. Indeed,
[H~αi , H
~α
j ] = ai − aj + (σi − σj) .
In closing, because they do not commute and yet have common eigenvectors, we say that they form a
‘weakly’ integrable system.
Finally, we propose to extend the techniques used by the above authors for multiple orthogonal
polynomials of q-Charlier and q-Meixner of the first kind, respectively, studied in this thesis.
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